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This abuse of the trust of the wonderful young has also geound preps. The Barb is no. exception. It others have been much w 
The grossness of income:taws that is palmed of as onseesttonable fact pr tura and reeponsible belief is Wakening. Tbe AIB bundh is currently the most un-and they are rakieg in the money. If there is noting  wrong with raaldng , there is much with doing it by ripping off the trusting an polanning their minds at the same time. 

lerewith there is a copy of the new book. However, it is rot and mot be a feeebee. We are over our small budget on that and we wontfietc hock heavily on the entire project. The fact is that 1 did not send a single review copy to aey of the prestiagess s. More, the major media paid for the copies they needed for news stories. For us is no choice. For them, no real problas. If this arrungement does not suit you, return the book, pleLse. 

If you do a poleft without telling your readers how to ect the book you will P ripping them and me both off, using my work free ek..:d not putting your readers in a osition to get the entire content of the book for thf,msolves. There is not a single o station that has riot done this. Including the one in Wiebita that Galled me on the ward "station." Per real. Both ways. KPH did phone at that point and like all the others bey did give myaldrese and the by-mail price of 36,25. This way eeeple can send me a 'Mock and have the book in the next day's* mail. I believe that when you read the entire thing you will agree that it contains new and unquestionable information to which all Tor se wanting it should have access. 
The major single cash cost was the ptinter. loser borrowed that money. We are patting 100e; of the gross on that debt. (About 25% repaid as of now.) This helps account  our unarWaxlier needs and preeeduree. Plus the fact that bookstores just don't have this or my of 	books, which continue to have dereaad. 
It is net my intention to be brusque or impolite. It is to be straightfoz yard. to inform, to tell it as it is as 11 of the most intensive years of /Wigan (fort plus the background I took to it tell me it really is. 
If you do a review I'd appreciate a couple of copies. 
And if you see any coverage, of the gathering of the nut 

	
sa 	or Bost= o both I'd appreciate copies to file as part of my archive as 	as for my informatiege r either or both, thanks. 

Sinoerely, 

Harold Weisberg 


